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Abstract. This paper presents a Hidden Markov Model based walk synthesizer, where the velocities of the synthesized walks are interpolations
of the walk paces present in the training database. In a ﬁrst stage, Trajectory Hidden Semi Markov Models (THSMM) of gait are trained for
diﬀerent subjects and diﬀerent velocities, using a database of motion capture walk sequences. In a second stage, the parameters of the individual
speed models are interpolated in order to synthesize walks with speeds
not present in the training database. A qualitative user evaluation of
the synthesized sequences shows that the naturalness of motions is preserved after linear interpolation and that the evaluators are sensible to
the interpolated speed of the motion.
Keywords: motion synthesis, walk, style, HMM.

1

Introduction

Human walk is a complex phenomenon even if it is something we do every day
without even thinking of it. The parameters that modify the way we walk are numerous and their respective inﬂuence can hardly be diﬀerentiated. Furthermore,
as natural experts of the human walk we are highly sensitive to any inconsistency in synthesized walks. Modeling and synthesizing gait that looks natural
and humanlike is hence a challenging task for computer animation.
Motion capture (mocap) sequences are the most accurate numerical representations of human motion we can get. However, a mocap sequence is a frozen
and non interactive representation of the motion: once it is recorded, it cannot
be edited easily. If the user needs a longer walk sequence, another style or a
diﬀerent speed, the sequence cannot be used and a new one has to be recorded.
However, recording a database with all the style options for all the motions is
impossible, and recording new motions each time a new animation has to be
produced is costly and often not materially possible. Our goal is to ﬁnd ways
of parameterizing the “stylistic” components of the motion independently from
the functional part of the same motion, in order to give the user some kind of
interactive control on the style of the output motion.
We adopt a model based approach for synthesizing natural looking walk
with controllable pace preserving the walker’s identity. We use statistical learning techniques, and more precisely Trajectory Hidden Semi Markov Models
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(THSMMs) to automatically extract the underlying rules of human walk, directly from training on mocap data. In [1], we presented a continuous control
of exaggerated walk styles from one single actor (sad, tiptoe, catwalk, manly,
etc.). In the present work we consider speed and individuality as other aspects
of “motion style”. The control of these stylistic characteristics is built based
on sequences from diﬀerent subjects walking at diﬀerent speeds. In addition to
the synthesis of realistic walks with controlled speed, the diﬀerence in the speed
expression across subjects can be analyzed based on the trained models.

2

Related work

In order to produce motion sequences presenting a new style, two mocap based
approaches can be taken. One consists in editing existing motions and the second one uses mocap as training data and builds models that can be used to
synthesize new stylistic walks by changing the parameters of the original model.
This second approach is the one we have taken in this work. Statistical learning
techniques can learn without any prior knowledge, to model the style component
independently from the functional part of the motion. The stylistic variations
are then embedded in the model parameters. By modifying these parameters,
the user can control the style of the synthesized motion.
Several studies [2,4,3] have used PCA not only for reducing the dimensionality
of the data, but to separate the inﬂuence of style from the motion. In a similar
way, ICA has also been used [5] to diﬀerentiate style and functional motion.
In [6], a multilinear motion analysis separates style and individuality variations
and in [7], a linear time-invariant procedure learns the translation between two
styles from motions with the same content.
A common approach consists in using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to
synthesize motion, and to integrate a style variable into the model. One of the
advantages of using HMMs is that they are well suited to time series modeling.
There is no need to use time warping procedures as the time variability of the
motion is integrated directly in the HMM structure. Wang et al. [8] present a
parametric HMM incorporating a “style” parameter in the probability density
functions. In their “Style Machine”, Brand and Hertzmann [9] include a style
variable which is automatically extracted during training and which can be chosen before the synthesis process. However their style variable is not explicit and
changes some intrinsic style-related parameters, which can make it hard to use as
a style controller. Yamazaki et al. [10] model walk using a Hidden Semi-Markov
Model (HSMM) approach similar to the one we use. Their model takes into account speed and stride length as a “style” variation using multiple regression.
However, this method can only be used to model quantitative variations, and is
thus not suited to model emotions or expressivity that can hardly be described
by numerical values. In their approach, the whole training has to be done again
if one wants to add a new style in the model. This is not the case in our work,
where a new style can be added by a single adaptive training using the new style
data, without retraining the previously existing styles.
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Training Data

The training data comes from the eNTERFACE’08 3D walk mocap database [11]
that we recorded previously, and which contains walk sequences for 41 subjects at
diﬀerent speeds. Each performer was given four diﬀerent instructions, and each
one had to be repeated three times. The instructions were: “Walk (normally)”,
“You are in a park, the weather is nice, you take your time”, “You are going to
work, but you are not late”, “You have to catch a train, you are very late but
you are not allowed to run”. Once the instruction was given, the subject was free
to choose his speed (no treadmill was used). The absolute position of the root is
not taken into account in the modeling, as it can be recalculated afterwards. The
rotations of the body represented by an 18-joint skeleton were captured, giving
54 values per frame to describe the motion. The original Euler angle data was
converted into exponential map which is locally linear and where singularities
can be avoided [13].
Motion speed is one of the major parameters that inﬂuence motion. Walking
slower or faster implies more than just modifying the frame rate of a “normal”
walk. Fig. 1 illustrates this diﬀerence by comparing the steps of normal, slow and
fast walks for one subject. All the steps displayed are linearly resampled to the
same number of frames. It can be noticed that the evolution of the angles values
is clearly diﬀerent for the three walk speeds. Playing the same angle sequence
faster or slower is therefore not suﬃcient for accurate walking speed synthesis.
When they walk, humans change their posture according to their speed, and the
duration of each gait phase is adapted in a non-linear manner.

4

Modeling and Synthesis Method

The stylistic modeling problems encountered when studying motions are similar
to the ones encountered for years in speech modeling. In this work, we take
advantage of procedures developed for speaker adaptation in speech synthesis
[18] and adapt them to our stylistic motion problem. The training and synthesis
algorithms are based on functions originally implemented for speech within the
“HMM-based Speech Synthesis System” (HTS) framework, publicly available
on the HTS website [14]. The adaptation of this HMM-based procedure to the
motion problem is presented in more details in [15]. The dynamical aspect of
the data is taken into account by integrating the ﬁrst and second derivatives
of our parameters (Trajectory HMM (THMM) [16]) into the model. By adding
these derivatives to our 54 original parameters, we obtain a 162 dimensional
vector of observations to model. The time spent in each state of the HMM is
explicitly modeled in duration probability density functions thanks to Hidden
Semi-Markov Models (HSMM) [17].
The ﬁrst stage of the procedure consists in training an average “reference”
model. Both steps (left or right) are modeled by separate left-right ﬁve-states
THSMMs.
In the second stage of the training, the reference model is adapted to
each speciﬁc style, using the walk sequences from one single style at a time.
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Fig. 1. Left knee angles, linearly resampled to 31 frames (original number of frames of
ﬁrst normal step), for the left leg steps of one complete walk sequence of normal (blue),
slow (green) and fast (red) walks of subject number one from the database. The values
of the Euler angles are displayed separately for the Z , X and Y axis (three subplots).

Using an adaptive training procedure [18,15] enables all of our models to be
aligned without any time warping, and to correspond to the same internal structure, which will be needed for the interpolation process. Using these models, new
sequences of walk can be synthesized for each of our individual walk styles. The
synthesis consists in ﬁrst concatenating the desired number of left and right step
to form a complete walk sequence model. The parameter sequence is then calculated by ﬁnding the amximum likelihood parameter sequence corresponding
to this complete model. The continuity of the synthesized sequence is ensured
as the dynamics of the original data is respected thanks to the trajectory HMM
structure. The synthesized sequence consists in the 54 angles values that are
modeled. The absolute displacement of the skeleton can be calculated in a post
processing step. The step boundaries are known, and calculating the height of
each foot thanks to the ﬁxed skeleton size, we determine which foot is in contact
with the ground. The position of the whole body can then be calculated using
forward kinematics until the other foot becomes the reference, and so on.

5

Continuous Control of Walk Speed

So far, each speed is modeled separately, and in the synthesis step, the user’s
control on the output sequence is only the choice of one among the individual
speed models. We want to give the user the ability to have more control on the
output sequence and to synthesize speeds that were not present in the original
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training data. In the model training stage presented in Section 4, each walk speed
is modeled by six ﬁve-states HSMMs, and each HSMM contains both state duration and 162-dimensional observation modeling. For each state of each HSMM,
duration is modeled by one Gaussian (mean and variance) and observations are
modeled by single Gaussians (multidimensional Gaussian with diagonal covariance matrix). One whole speed model is hence represented by 4890 Gaussian
probability density functions (pdfs).
These model parameters are then modiﬁed in order to control the speed of the
synthesized walks and to obtain speeds not present in the original training data.
The new models are obtained by linear combinations of the probability density
functions of each speed-speciﬁc model. The 4890-dimensional model parameter
space is hence considered as a continuous space in which new speeds can be
produced.The known speeds are used as landmarks in the continuous model
parameter space, an no abstract control parameter has to be involved.

6

Results

As presented in Section 4, the ﬁrst part of the procedure consists in training
models for each particular speed. Models of slow, normal and fast walks were
calculated for each subject of the database. First an average walk model was
calculated using as training data the three normal speed walk sequences from all
the 41 subjects of the database, and second an adaptive training was performed
to obtain three diﬀerent models for slow, normal and fast walk of each single
subject. Applying the adaptation procedure for each of the 41 subjects and each
of the three speeds of the database, we obtain 123 speed and individuality speciﬁc
THSMMs. Fig. 2 compares three channels of the original data of normal, slow and
fast walks of subject number one to examples of walk steps synthesized with the
corresponding normal, slow and fast models trained on the same original data.
It can be noticed that the three models are properly adapted to the diﬀerent
speeds they represent, both in duration and in amplitude.
Since we have slow, normal and fast data for 41 diﬀerent subjects, we can
also study how the personal variations can inﬂuence motion changes linked to
speed. Thanks to the shared structure of our models and their common training basis, their parameters are aligned and we can easily compare the stylistic
transforms. These transforms can hence be used not only for interpolation but
also for comparison across styles or across subjects. We could observe that the
subject individualities were expressed more strongly in the slow walk than in the
other walks, and that even if there is a strong correlation among the subjects for
each speed, some people display a stronger personal style than the others. These
observations support the choice of modeling the speed transform individually for
each subject.
Our approach to continuously control the synthesized walk speed consists in
linearly interpolating the set of parameters between two speeds from the same
subject:
(1)
pdfnew = pdfspeed1 + interp ∗ (pdfspeed2 − pdfspeed1 ).
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Fig. 2. Rotation (exponential maps) of the left hip joint during left leg steps for normal,
slow and fast walks. Time is displayed in number of frames. The original steps are
displayed in grey and examples of synthesized steps in black.

where pdf is the vector of the probability density function means (i.e. the parameters of the model), and interp is a scalar value that gives the interpolation
ratio between speed 1 and speed 2. If this approximation was perfect, the normal walk could be obtained as a combination of slow and fast walk. However, as
illustrated in Fig. 1, normal walk is not a linear interpolation between slow and
fast walks. Our three walk speed models can be considered as three landmarks
that approximate the evolution of walk according to speed for one particular
subject. Linear interpolation between these three landmarks produced natural
looking walk sequences, as was assessed in the user evaluation.
In addition to interpolation between two existing walk speeds, we can also
create exaggerated variations of the speeds present in our original database. By
giving the interp factor values higher than one, and taking the normal walk
model as a reference, we can easily build models of exaggerated fast or slow
walks. Depending on the individuality of the subjects, these exaggerations remained natural for diﬀerent ranges of values of interp: higher values if the two
interpolated speeds were close and lower values if they were very diﬀerent from
each other. The quality of the synthesized walk depended on the original styles
as impossible values of angles appeared when the diﬀerence were exaggerated too
much (knees bending backwards or awkward bending of the spine for instance).
A third interesting interpolation result is obtained by giving to interp values
smaller than zero. The diﬀerence between the controlled style (speed2) and the
chosen reference speed walk (speed 1) model is substracted to that reference walk
instead of being added. The new style obtained that way presents characteristics
at the opposite of the controlled style. For instance the fast walk which is faster
than the neutral model and where the pose of the character tends to bend
inwards with respect to the average posture will give an opposite model where
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the character walks slower and looks much more “open” by its posture. We are
hence able to synthesize styles that do not appear in our database but that
show style characteristics that are opposite to the ones of recorded styles. Fig. 3
presents some examples of synthesized slow and fast original speeds along with
interpolated variations. The ﬁgure shows that both poses (for instance the hand
balancing) and durations (number of frames for the same step) are aﬀected by
the interpolation process.
Synthesized slow walk (interp=0)

Synthesized interpolated walk between slow and fast (interp=0.5)

Synthesized fast wak (interp=1)

Synthesized exaggerated fast walk (interp=2)

Fig. 3. Synthesized left step for original and interpolated variation of slow and fast
speeds of subject 4. The ﬁgures display in order the original slow speed, a speed between slow and fast (interp=0.5), the original fast speed and an exaggerated fast speed
(interp=2). The stick ﬁgures are displayed every three frames.

Following the same interpolation and extrapolation procedures, we can also
control the style intensities between subjects, by exaggerating for instance the
stylistic diﬀerence between two persons, or by synthesizing a new style which is
a mix between several subjects.

7

User Evaluation

The quality of the synthesis was evaluated through a user study. The evaluation
was done based on walks from 4 subjects among the 41 subjects of the eNTERFACE’08 database so as to reduce the number of videos to be evaluated. As it
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has been said in the introduction, humans are natural experts of human motions
and are highly sensitive to any discrepancy in an animation. They are therefore the best judges of the naturalness of the motion. Our evaluation consisted
in three tests, evaluating respectively the quality of the synthesis compared to
original training data (Section 7.1), the perception of the interpolation between
two speeds (Section 7.2), and the motion naturalness perceived (Section 7.3).
Participants accessed to the evaluation tests through a web browser. Once
their answer was selected and saved, they could not come back to previous
videos. If they did not complete the test thoroughly, they could come back later.
They had to start the videos themselves by clicking on it, and could watch them
as many times as they wanted. In the video sequences, motion was performed
by a blue stick-ﬁgure character as shown in Fig. 3.
Twenty-four naive evaluators took part in the evaluation, 10 females and 14
males, from 24 to 66 years old, with an average and standard deviation of 36
and 13 years, respectively. The videos were randomly picked by the evaluation
program, leading to diﬀerent evaluation sets for each evaluator. The results of
each test were taken into account only if the user completed all the evaluations of
the given test. The ﬁnal number of evaluators taken into account is not the same
for all test as some users dropped the evaluation procedure before completing
the three tests.
7.1

Style Modeling Evaluation

In this ﬁrst test, the evaluator was presented two videos at the same time, one
displaying the original walk and the other the synthesized walk sequence corresponding to the same subject (1 to 4) and the same speed (normal, slow or
fast). The original and synthesized sequences did not contain the same number
of steps. The evaluation set consisted in 12 video pairs and 110 comparison tests
were performed (5 by each evaluator). No interpolation was performed in this
test that aimed at assessing the accuracy of the models compared to the original
data they were trained on. The order of the two videos was randomly determined
by the program. Evaluators were asked to choose between ﬁve possible qualiﬁcations ranging from “identical” to “nothing in common”. The test validated the
synthesis based on models trained on mocap data. The evaluators saw that the
walk sequences were not the same, but they did ﬁnd that they were not very
diﬀerent.
7.2

Interpolation Factor Recognition

In this second test, the evaluator was presented two videos at the same time
and the test was completed after ten evaluations. The ﬁrst video presented two
walks in a row, with the second walk faster than the ﬁrst one. Those two walks
were synthesized from the original speed models. The second video displayed one
single walk sequence that corresponded to an interpolation of the walk speeds
presented in the ﬁrst videos. The interpolation factor present in the evaluation
were -1, -0.5, 0, 0.5, 1, 1.5 and 2. The evaluator was asked to position the speed
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of the third walk compared to the speeds of the ﬁrst two walks, thanks to a
continuous slider that ranged from -1.5 to 2.5 (these values were not apparent
on the slider, where only the position of the ﬁrst walk (interp =0) and of the second walk (interp=1) were displayed). Two hundred and forty evaluations were
performed on the set of 84 evaluation video pairs. This test investigates if the
evaluators are sensitive to the interpolation factor and how that interpolation is
perceived. Fig. 4 presents the results of the interpolation factor recognition. We
observe that the evaluators were good at recognizing the interpolation factors
between the existing styles (interpolation values of 0, 0.5 and 1). For extrapolations, even if the trend is respected and the evaluators are able to diﬀerentiate
the extrapolation values (-1 seems lower than -0.5 and 2 seems higher than 1.5),
the extend of the extrapolation is underestimated. The perception of the interpolation by the evaluator was hence linear inside the actual speeds boundaries
but became non-linear outside. We should take that factor into account for the
synthesis step: when the user wants to synthesize a walk with an interpolation
factor of 1.5, he should take an interpolation factor of 2 rather then 1.5 if he
wants the viewer to perceive the interpolation the way he imagined it.

Evaluated interpolation factor
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Actual interpolation factor

Fig. 4. Actual interpolation factor compared to the evaluated interpolation factor. The
error bars describe the .95 conﬁdence interval.

7.3

Naturalness Evaluation

In this last test, only one walk sequence was displayed. The test was completed
after ten evaluations and 240 evaluations were performed on a set of 96 walk
sequences. The set of the evaluated walks contained original sequences from
the database, synthesized sequences corresponding to the original speeds of the
database and synthesized interpolated sequences. For each video, the evaluator
was asked to assess the naturalness of the walk sequence, on an open continuous
scale ranging from “synthetic” to “real”. The numerical values associated with
the subjective descriptors range from zero for “synthetic” to one for “real”.
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The evaluators attributed a mean naturalness score of 0.72 to the original
database sequences and a mean score of 0.55 for the whole set of synthesized
sequences. These scores are not evenly distributed across the four database subjects nor across the diﬀerent interpolation factors. Fig. 5 illustrates the variability
of the perceived naturalness according to the four subjects for original database
sequences, synthesized sequences corresponding to the three original speeds and
synthesized sequences corresponding to any interpolation factor. It can be observed that major diﬀerences are perceived between the subjects, even for the
original database walk sequences. In particular, the naturalness score of subject
3 is much lower than the others while the score is slightly higher for subject 4.
Subject 3 has hence walked in a way that did not seem very natural to the evaluators, even in the original recordings. Original sequences from the database and
synthesized sequences corresponding to original speeds are perceived as equally
natural looking. For subjects 2 and 3, synthesized sequences were even better
perceived that the original database ones. The interpolated walk sequences follow the trend across the subjects, with lower values for subject 3 and higher ones
for subject 4. However they always appear slightly less natural to the evaluator.
This is especially due to the extrapolation factors (interp = -1 or 2) as illustrated
in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Naturalness evaluation of original database sequences, synthesized sequences of
original speed and synthesized sequences of interpolated speeds, for the four database
subjects modeled and evaluated in these tests

Fig. 6 illustrates the naturalness score obtained for the synthesized sequences,
according to the interpolation factor. We observe that the higher naturalness
corresponds to the original speeds (interp = 0 or 1). However, the evaluators
still perceive the interpolation values close to the original styles as more natural
than synthetic, as the naturalness score remains higher than 0.5 for the -0.5,
0.5 and 1.5 and values of the interpolation factor. For extrapolations farther
from the original speeds, motion artifacts appear under the form of physically
impossible motions and the walk sequence lose its naturalness.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation score of the naturalness corresponding to the seven interpolation
factors. The error bars describe the .95 conﬁdence interval.

8

Conclusion

In this work, a set of three diﬀerent walk speed models based on Trajectory
Hidden Semi Markov Models was trained for 41 subjects and used as a basis
for speed interpolation and extrapolation. Through this approach, the user is
given continuous control on the speed of the synthesized motion while preserving
its naturalness, and is hence able to synthesize walk speeds not present in the
original database. The speed values could be controlled between the original
speeds present in the database (values of interp between zero and one), but also
exaggerated beyond these values (values of interp greater than one), or at the
opposite of the controlled speed (values of interp lower than zero). Our model
also enables us to control the individual subject-related styles applying the same
interpolation and extrapolation approach on the diﬀerent subject models . Some
examples of walk sequences synthesized with our method can be found on the
author’s website (www.tcts.fpms.ac.be/˜tilmanne). Qualitative user evaluation
assessed that the THSMM approach models accurately the diﬀerent speeds of
the training data, that the trend of the interpolation factor was perceived by
the evaluators, and that the naturalness of the motion was preserved for speeds
close to the original speeds.
Future works should study the limits that could be applied to the diﬀerent
joints of the skeleton, so that the user is allowed to extrapolate the motion
speeds without breaking the laws of biomechanics. Part of the naturalness loss
that evaluators could experience when comparing the synthesized and original
sequences is due to the repetitive pattern that the synthesized sequences display,
as the successive steps present small variations compared to the higher variability
of a natural sequence of steps. We intend to take advantage of the statistical
modeling of our model in future studies in order to add more variability to the
synthesized sequences, for motions that will look more alive. We will also study
how the speed characteristics could be combined to other style transformations
in one single walk model.
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